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OF 
 
 
1. 
 
dervish, combs, foam; a marinated form of hats: fathoms of the mouth. 
sauce eye; reef, salted foam: a breath of tubular cul de sac. 
a wayward roam; cat and discus: a million yeast of ears. 
soap ash seeps, parrot or deliver: cobbled if bones, dignity; curate by distemper. 
rotting toes, or soup; a singular compost: grief if once upon time; the tooth of wands; moist 
as a carcass. 
composite rose or mattress fork: depress of milk. 
a social gait or width; hearing as if teeth: poppies of sour religion. 
along the beef or conical necks: tongues of a lattice. 
 
 
2. 
 
poisonous sessions; half of singing: a poison of honor. 
bone once heart: the verbal ice of youth. 
stained cones and carrion: a task of kettles; a grope of cereal. 
the speckled flash; maimed cull: a sleep of pensive feet; the Boardroom of Eden. 
entering sense by tone; dire and correct; too word: as above, in the hoarse tense. 
sluice prods eye; each shoe is a form: conducts the rope with wine. 
 
 
3. 
actual terror, zebra, charnel eyes; identity flies: an ear of famine. 
referential tool, wide; a boat: think of air, and sigh; propose prose; will speaks in letters. 
 
retrospective totem: lower if perched. 
a set of serial forks; token bumper: a layer of rest. 
be ore; sun tilts: minute hive of twine. 
 



 
4. 
during onions a specter of limes: our decent fears. 
by and by: elongated, like a family. 
apparitions restive, an index of shoes: an index of divinations. 
archaic onions: a plague of cows, swords, shards, stingrays, milkshakes, and pears. 
 
 
5. 
muffled engines, from odd engines; seeps aperture independent ropes cahoots. 
grammar objects to the soap bubbles infinite construct. 
 
as if fiends myth lather; a book of landmines. 
construct butter abused in anguish, silence. 
 
therefore the center is severed and useless purports. 
if carrots kelp snort about amphibian phrases. 
 
lichen bobbles graphic floating, inch coiled either defer. 
too as, a raft of float, bobbing (as the at, 
 
 
6. 
 
veil imagined robbery) tonic battles prepossess. 
a boat of robbery carrot beans loneliness potato. 
 
at robbery as in poison, inch day-to-day nor snow 
imaginary robbery. moral hovers sentences asleep. 
 
rubble generates offerings theological away 
from exits expressionistic at this meat. 
 
there is no astute submarine thinning the forks 
such as our only sentence hat is sour if rinse 
 
severed hive of meat, silence sentences such 
as hat our only rinse at hive of severed meat. 
 
 
7. 
 
and that, our only fried home hive severed meat 
are awkward doors or backward inward and inaccurate. 
 
a gift of luggage somewhere peaks beaks vernacular 
engines vanity of tires, particle board in solitude 
 
or solace extraneous legions of the mouth emitted fate. 
statements abuse phrases, such as a light ore forks or 
 
one evening in the palace of stamina toward anguish. 
one night in the event of evening as if weekly hunting 
 



goats. if even this is abusive loneliness a construct. 
wind refers to air replete with fact. wherein standpoint 
 
toward. abstruse anguish of engines in envelopes and 
at night. handstands and the like are ashen goats weekly 
 
hunting light or forks. inch knot confused forks simple 
facts, ashen sleep turns red hats terrestrial in the night. 
 
 
8. 
 
thesis of and so. construct actions are related. 
this so constructs eruption, which waits. 
 
inward tool thief odd engines periodic, does not 
simplify a moral butter butler buffer dissimilar to 
 
the so-called generative suffering affixed to us. 
which so often curates an index of possessive 
 
ash, as in kinship knitting the singing bones. juice 
as thesis exemplary carrots bean lasso phrases. 
 
 
9. 
 
ask the throat of the sling, carrots recombinative beets 
nights fashionable as night. things formula relational hash 
 
marks. keen poisonous syllables silence the muffled engine. 
periodic circular. once times their origin so. bends wing 
 
the remains of eruption constructs, ashen weekly stalks. 
tool the score if event slings, but causal itch committed. 
 
abusive slings if width proverbs lime phrases slipknot 
always. bent corn finished too vernacular spinach. 
 
 
10. 
 
avoid as is nonsense by its curved rinse in sauce and foam. 
the cliff fit why cleft baubles babble (thirst eaten too) tooth 
 
to theological dry cleaning, alleviate no veil nor genus germs 
heart: air was a palace stout. ink once corner of the verbiage 
 
where heal ink lichen toolkit offers aspire or simmers evening. 
sling utensil such if constructs eruptions reflective all along 
 
the standard tenderloin forks peaks beak too liminal thesis 
aches. intentions hat wear once at tactics too noun to index. 
 



 
11. 
 
inherit roles as subjects and object to possessive scissors. 
the holiday in a now, at the border of handy words. 
 
they use prepositions to posit transitional phases. the 
usual raisins ratchet, determine askew renown also renew 
 
acknowledged phase transitions neither roles nor nouns. 
detours bent wind tooth split spits teeth generative gene 
 
pool replaces so, such width of naked phrases, proverbial 
rancid raisins of time, width office wading vernacular snout 
 
refuge refuse american wreckage probability because. once 
carrot foams thesis phases of ashen raisins without so. 
 
 
12. 
 
at night knots seep the width of island heresy. a miracle 
of restricted diction, engines luggage forth, conditional 
 
copies light slough mufflers clump and many. duplex sand. 
parables shed fish. sough tonic paraffin dump and panic mall. 
 
 
13. 
 
too longing; situations inner becoming form; causal beckons: the habits of formal 
nest germs, paws eye fire steeples die if chronological epic is 
 
misused afterward words for phases expressionist entities: a pink of silk. 
reified tantamount valves: weak added release these bombs attach hungry meager. 
 
14. 
 
made up of this. neither a container nor a character sizzled by risk and terror: 
hope to gray lengths, asleep, a worm and a vocable beauty. 
 
we used to slink among the verbs astounded by hollow frowns, how does that 
sound? what phase of the phrase is either therein nor hollow? the subject nods 
 
their objects if a verb: the sudden sleep slips and the offering awaits. see the 
earth rust, bombs of argent, anvils. 
 
15. 
 
at a gift even discourse is a stance or pace: forms mime foams in time: we still 
find blood on the windows, smiles and smiles of pillage, hesitates within beans 
 
sour grief and singing lettuce. abused to specific forks hives moral information 
about: the pith, the pits and glowing glass; the sheet of the thing; up on the 



 
subjective diagonal roof, ailing groans security. about or cornered, conic: see 
the king of peaches seething cottage cheese. about an hour before the coat. 
 
 
16. 
 
before they scour us off: about a quart of terror eaten in the evening. sling 
the odd engines sage, seal at scoff. seep coils essential anguish sounds like 
 
a prairie of fiction, exits the text-fairy, sharp and cleanse. when push comes 
to chairs and the dinosaurs rest their eggs. some of the none are hymns. 
 
 
17. 
 
their words relational stones shim antic proposals imposition: a shout, 
a bone, a turning cone, the red gardens width, with garbled ash. 
 
music of hissing limes, soft tomatoes, seeds of greed in a bed of glue. 
no one should have could as such as has. a world as enunciation. 
 
this is the grave of night, cause and wind, when steeples pray peas 
droop in the hats of hell. at the beginning of the grave, made of this. 
 
18. 
 
very similar to a vat of gloves. unsung oven baking its way our way. 
no matter the rear garden and nourished tankard, handstands 
 
in writing on the shoulders of the definitive (the shoulders of the 
definitive should be infinitely avoided). 
 
 
19. 
 
coats coil theoretical essence. seasons of vex and edit, the carp 
and fallow public, our hive of fishing shears. 
 
 
transformations later at selective luggage stains. 
stations of the lecture gauge askance. 
 
 
20. 
 
trashcans 
a rabbit 
bulging grain 
liquid chin 
radical chin 
boats vat sky 
dancing in the dusk 
stoic eats kneel 



far are the skies 
finished she tsunami 
wrench fracas 
germs on ducks 
hew brew 
hidden dinner 
hungry granular mayor 
slanted ice islands 
donated simian ink 
guano in italics 
panic needs 
bean core 
late and view 
lithe our tubular 
malaise at buddhist melancholy 
 
 
 
21. 
 
nor giant forks 
polishing the sky 
geese portal tongues 
manic romance 
a rush of pixies 
bean slur 
vacant slow convenience 
especially panic fish 
wedding fish in the sink 
thigh menace 
fish murk and curse 
the chronic ukulele 
due dirt 
sweat and fleas and ties and vent 
 
 
22. 
 
above preposterous generations dent 
at fried office hours a sun ago 
new troubles buoyant often 
cheeks deafen annual bats 
was kin anew 
 
less so fumes my amiable detour pants 
 
 
23. 
 
expressionist ant hills quilt tantamount fates etc. 
deep as a silo of flies, a silo of harnessed suns. 
 
they were free and they went with us, to foment 
new trees in the nose. 



 
quilt jewels filth disjunctive eels at quark forth bus. 
also curved parables meaning by osmosis. 
 
 
24. 
 
former mouth doves freedom made of this (made 
of blood). milk they pardon error coils align. pain 
 
spangled fish and a gram of liminal fiction. forks 
edit tooth sex harpoon. public fish shears, knives 
 
in the heavenly night. too sand. too floor. too sifts. 
 
 
25. 
 
feverish prepositions engender indebted after 
endings force sours under an amiable nose; a 
 
boot if tender gardens corrupts another detour; 
it was signified of you to elapse entails until the 
 
generative voting partitions expressions quantify 
our mountainous fate ejected depths; at local 
 
 
26. 
 
few the hours unlike locality dense with famine; 
how much of the historical thesis do we need? 
 
recombinative vowels engender false illness; 
where were the needs when we wanted them? 
 
an illness of will entails the freedom of waiting. 
we object to the business spent. free dentistry 
 
 
27. 
 
in the sonic nose surveys the eyes juggle the 
filthy jewels; forth quarts busy heuristic fork 
 
coils quark out of equal foams; endure the 
state due marvels in the rubble; one statement 
 
disembarks our macabre entrance; fate made 
of wood and noise; coils the wrench imagined 
 
fictions and marvelous granular; sharply local 
fish shears knives woven in the night; too forth. 
 



 
28. 
 
fold prepositions once a history of our tongue if 
germs stretch dice restricted school of glands; 
 
often our skin found under the voice of toys; 
often the skin of the tongue zebra junket 
 
raining pens in the den of tigers jars jaws and 
juggles hat ash kindled few; war is a network 
 
 
29. 
 
of voices knots entwined die in the neutral 
city with typhoon stamina spoons and strudel 
 
yolk neutron expressionistic cork quaint tithe 
a mountainous gate etched errors in memory. 
 
at silence of flying enters the silence of mud; 
how much of the historical donut do you need? 
 
 
30. 
 
why veil the brackish sense with daggers and chevrons? 
free too to hem the steeples and link their inherent 
 
poppies to the voice. we object with a voyage; danger 
sings in a cup of tea; stash our assonant needs in a 
 
vase of flowers flowing vaseline a vase of mittens blooms 
the mint of filth and jewels under pith jugglers foaming 
 
 
31. 
 
jukebox fire lips rhombus trace of letters in the fold; 
even the armband sauce envisions the museum as 
 
a mass of gold; made of class and blood; auspices 
of the holster, gems and germs gleaming in the night. 
 
coils mantic liminal fiction and imaginary armor. filth 
edits the tools of heaven; harp hollow fish enlighten. 
 
 
32. 
 
if often adverbial preparedness engenders dissidence; 
abalone if attentive, spoon ragged calzone dissidents 
 



tension annuls; who's afraid of the end of hours? who 
in the sun is not a trope in cogent amber? at what 
 
was rekindled an other view? in the mottled stadium, 
molten and gentle, partitions of a tenuous soup. 
 
 
33. 
 
expressions of quality quantify a mountain and wait. 
ejected diversions askance office hours under direct 
 
fragrance at the rim of chili. how much of the historical 
doublespeak is needed during youth? quantum glue 
 
ellipsis severed here and there? the annual errors 
quietly trouble. objects parenthetical seep never 
 
another sense. quantities of troubled freedom spent 
on the treble bus, direct noises diverse in the synapse. 
 
 
34. 
 
the milk of ill jewelry to a hive of luggage; terrifying 
as a quack of hours. the meaningless leapfrog numen 
 
cornered by both of us; from equal clout to equal 
shove. fades to diameter falsetto tonsils made of 
 
blood. would diameter formulate our league of 
nominal gnomen legal inaction coiled in linear fiction. 
 
variations on italicized lambs words as factions 
audit tooth and diction, percolate sharpened saxophones 
 
 
35. 
 
longing to begin at the end of a landmine vantage 
parquet hats limerick giraffe phones numinous toes 
 
ostracized by yelp carrion demonic oroboros canine 
suite credo destabilized necropolis kudos naked 
 
somatic drips pandas token visionary birth in the azure 
knife zone, after barbarian milk the diabolical medals. 
 
 
36. 
 
(nor radical pie under a blue radish) (nor transatlantic legerdemain) at vantage 
adverbial delivery albumin, a pushcart and a hat banana, zero nor patriotic 
 



kiosk oddly until twinkling (not burnt jimson seaweed verily nesting in the eye 
uneaten) an inner interspersed hat ecstasy habitats extinct cornucopia cured 
 
and curvilinear, always the form of (police excavation applesauce); ever after 
(a rift in time) within the fire smiles loud as thunder; within a year of this breath. 
 
 
37. 
 
neither been ever after nor never afar; fractured spoons nominal exigency, yes, 
annexed either artichoke (yes tones nor yes points explode) it is january in the 
 
desert on death street. edible vermin balding lull dangerous frequencies. after 
dangling, no pornographic poems up the prismatic nose; rims daring nadir, tan 
 
and fragrant, like the odd letter detached from death. (lakes) on fire sizzle the 
frozen sod. odd bodies dense music odd as the fragrant sun. air and nicotine. 
 
 
38. 
 
catch sneezes written ejections by the layers of playful snakes. veins duel 
odd hats after pears after spoons, ventriloquist and parrots cocaine, another 
 
defamiliarized (kinetic molotov) escutcheon junket derailed. debonair fractures 
aura and gist of nectar, autonomous tollbooth, tolling the violin naked from 
 
the neck, at javelin at jest, corrodes the caribou heft on fire, either germane 
detour or ritual allure, diameter afar (nor adage autonomous ballast) basil hat 
 
 
39. 
 
the caribou caravan anchors. vanity is adverbial autonomous twittering watch. 
deal the alphabet. a foot in the clock is worth three feet in the hat. our heroes 
 
would like to congratulate us nor odd nouns napping in sad bandannas against a 
pistol the odd epistle and generous strangers constructed of television and truck 
 
stop eruptions, our butane direct motive and motley coptic surrender. snakes 
like keepsakes appear in tarpaulin snow found dangers fingers (reptilian kazoo 
 
 
40. 
 
kirlian photo free verse appliance wrapper); inner intertwined (yes dirigible lap 
dogs tiger aptitude free verse burnt sycamore surrender) the black eye hat and 
 
the birds eye appendectomy. at the bottom of the helicopter the bird is boiled 
or frying. this tooth belongs to formality, that one to normative soup. hissing 
 
the bone of myth fried jumpshot vanity of nosferatu jettison the vocable clone 
arrival nuisance cuttlefish havoc wok (kettledrum havoc upanishad, evocation 
 



 
41. 
 
of autonomous) jury duty on death street. no crenelated and no crepuscular. 
odd. (reside the naked vermin zen victorious helix ziggurat tortilla: egg yolk 
 
barometer barroom tomato rattrap) dare to be inner after rinsed medals hiss 
diameter rectangular (nor radiant pie dervish caribou, eczema celsius fizzles 
 
myopic ice cream) (not transmigration slapstick elated) vanity is adverbial 
zen dementia dehydrated inner tubes tie dyed zebra dental floss odd bodies 
 
 
42. 
 
avuncular upper case (not: birch topples lugubrious lug wrench baited gulag) 
inner inventions. bulls eye habitual annex excommunicated phylum hats long 
 
rhythm throng bayou exculpated hatrack mirror damage ego ago. it is snowing 
in the picture of my lathered theremin. vanity is hat gibberish (zoo brackish 
 
zucchini brazen zoot suit juice) even after the moon newt quixotic veil jesting 
livers, evocation of the cylindrical crocodile, disembark (omniscient livestock 
 
 
43. 
 
caviar tapioca brain cabbage omnipotence) adjudicate unspoken jonquil debauch 
thereafter conjoined convex pirate jujitsu, napalm sleeping peekaboo apparition 
 
kelp boomerang beijing kewpie doll (nor radical dada radish isosceles salami) nor 
asymmetrical (not transcontinental tee shirt saliva) adverbial vanity delivers the 
 
talcum ash bitterroot yogurt. hat smiles the semaphore. neon asexual backhoe. 
nor xylophone (cobbled knockout balalaika joy stick) cozy and pristine alkaline. 
 
 
44. 
 
adversely, paper was ash (not: ghost tears in the rain). inner inexcusable. 
balkanized hatband banana gravy which bistro is biscuit cilantro, made from 
 
former forms; consists of mad hatter foaming debacle; of sinister respite 
milk; of colander lectern redacted putrefaction; of pixie junctures in the 
 
putrid azure. vanity shimmers overtime (viaduct tea vortex renal plenty) 
snafu astral nous. onomatopoeia ontological airbrush. encrypt the voltaic 
 
 
45. 
 
autobahn vocable gravity, blue jay equivocal equinox, anode (lit sonic 
napping seance: snide kit klieg lights piltdown cogent catgut) usurious 
 



tendon haughty jostle bacon. endeavor detours naught odd mollusk 
vomit vitriol, valiant ballast, allotropic lobster (seal the lyre emit my 
 
rumors hat, kleptomania gluttonous gymnastic clemency) dancing in 
the furry digressions. there is no bracket (nor additive material aloof). 
 
 
46. 
 
(not transcendental elation slanted gates) veins adverbial 
zigzag dinner death, dead pie (verbs rope chernobyl bent 
 
beneficence, volume xylophone tyranny or rent purgatory) 
is hissing odd avenues, eels to elephants. bend the same 
 
buildings brooding anger. dendrites dangling oilcans. napalm 
psalms in the palm trees. blackeyed peas patrician magician 
 
 
47. 
 
hat. tao of the calligraphic groundhog. shoes shadow tooth 
in the snow mountain, sure peas east of mint, some of these 
 
things are gallant and lonely pestilence rotting gasoline. fire 
rags the meat coat syllabus. aroma of suction beasts oblong 
 
encephalitic vernacular ashram candied haiku akimbo hectare 
discontinuous cilantro and lecithin molest narratives in throats. 
 
 
48. 
 
(minestrone ozone television, raspberry mirror vision) after 
middle tense annual (yodel vacancy delicious nothingness 
 
nor rooms suntan naive explosions expedient evoke pixel 
nuance experiential neoteny) deaf deaths (ostrich toasts 
 
octave stamina cannibal camera naked sofa adjusted credo) 
veteran death sever armchair hemoglobin x-ray suture hunch. 
 
 
49. 
 
concertina negligent gap (mention any gulag song, murk and 
technique, knife jazz seizure) to: flak salted stubble stomach 
 
zen. beseech syllabic diametrical afterimage (nor addled daub 
coma unless saturated cubic attic) (not transmitter lattice) 
 
medicinal meat, at detours debauch yellow trumpets sherbet, 
the communist hat mote heroic zygote nor (viaduct adjacent 
 



 
50. 
 
ruins minimalist cosmology, milieu of mirrored ruins) zaum a 
generative mindset or medicine. elope the overt statement. 
 
deep fried literary benevolent wash, like to like, essays a 
broken eye or hat, miniature beams julienne. gobbles the 
 
roam about. a countenance of working class vantage sap 
hovers verbiage longing figs, apropos open detours (moist 
 
 
51. 
 
adverbial stamina, caramelized) in the askew kitchens of 
death (abilities grist generative saliva, locust jumbo shaman, 
 
lateral televised valium) tentative fangs and vamoose desk 
meanders, desperado opening the intuitive adverb (hatchets 
 
kindled haiku) even and. goodbye to the eyeball hatrack and 
the aluminum exit plan. veer containers boxwood east of the 
 
 
52. 
 
metal chocolates. caboose (obsolete) medicinal miter box 
novella coaxial nexus departs excretion (omelet asterisk 
 
rave, canned archival necks) sinister saliva tilts deranged 
saddles satrap necrophilia (voluminous ink neck tarantula 
 
at: appaloosa edgy doorknobs consolidated esplanade) 
bereaved syllabus afterward, mediates diametric vermilion. 
 
 
53. 
 
veracity cyan camera kiln minimal ninja kudzu (nor radial 
diamonds daunt zephyr puma until saturnine rainbow as 
 
is at tidal contraband) (not transfusion gated slather) 
meticulous medieval, advanced debunk cucumber cuts 
 
(variations jaded drupe oblique sashay) sizzles cajun olio. 
saturday droops zipper mediated, eels over verbs, satiate: 
 
 
54. 
 
even ask ladders unclothed choke, even chocolate labels 
dusk (icing fire on the ceiling) even, (blunders of the fur 
 



burglars) and (blockades) backward eye coffee evicts 
hats bisect jurassic chakra. they used to know the shed 
 
clause seeps plywood of fried hunger. veins, weep, in the 
oblong voltage glovebox. veins crinkle and glissade piano. 
 
 
55. 
 
otic (picnic) of an arroyo, androgynous (via the vacant 
ontological lot always into thin air) death kettle rattles, 
 
streaked. joint hachures disembark or cuticle alembic 
jigsaw aurochs nascent uzi gathering loot, loot bane 
 
bent; (elbow half henhouse) caroms enema lurch dirt. 
blockades question nuance. there is no aside (nor adz 
 
clerical cello macaroni, limbic mesquite lute) ceramic 
ambit curved anecdotal voyage, adverbial fragrance 
 
 
56. 
 
odd departs edicts other (vice grips adjacent unruly 
drones print piano envelops cinnamon) horizontal 
 
radius diode adverse ubiquitous (sleeping bebop 
september) attentive tense (yurt zen bassoon) 
 
density (blockades) blunt aerial eye runaway hat 
pharmacy by the highway, actuarial vice blockades. 
 
 
57. 
 
we used to snow the boss by removing sleep was 
robbed of his jewels or robed in few and less. vain 
 
juice creeping eyes mocha nonsense uncle offers. 
generals annual (reports via airwaves awakened 
 
answering machines antediluvian) delightful pajamas. 
just cannot decide if strafe nor stand strand extends. 
 
 
58. 
 
gobbled gibberish nakedly cereal. tolls toner extols 
oil; (elaborate bolt tackle rabbit electric sneeze zebra 
 
fahrenheit) once after the disaster blockades questioned 
(nor adamant autonomous nemesis, hallelujah, lapses as, 
 



daub portmanteau pixelated sanity shriek prismatic moot 
molotov) (not transportation lacerates) veins fractured, 
 
adverbs die in habitual yellow hats. objective pyramids 
beak ozone gentle tentative paper intuits knots: chaotic 
 
ghost terror. (parenthetical blockades) advance eye 
havoc oblique: mat mate malt melt felt. discontinuous. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
||||||||||||||| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IF 
 
1. 
 
spin the evening at: gifts of eyes wear goats, eyes shoulder beehives gate. 
slanted wings at: gifts of blue hats hiss, batten the shoulders seed. 
once a thief recondite at: skies heat the play and pounce gifts unsaid. 
all through the possible: events through: split the hiss and hone the hand; gifts unless lesser 
blinks. 
 
weather there: bask in the heated pains to comb the meat. 
musical tooth interprets another produce: answer exits stories clam or claws; indict the fish; 
gifts away paddle bones comb the leery ear. 
 
2. 
 
as gloss pliable clarity on air conditioners, on striped pulse emulation: 
their noses beat in fits, hands soar, 
our butter thins the ladder. 
 
3. 
 



muddle against the fish, foam bold against the fish gift; 
seep in thin windows - rope doors and pleasant roots. 
 
4. 
 
useful nor rage: in the fork malady writhing rituals 
both gift hands weather rare 
stranded in their yard, abstruse 
trope into deuce a clause of dice 
index writing circular dictators 
tainted rafters and herb mulch ash 
task of doubting earned now or see. 
 
5. 
 
shale weeks earned spoon weather (or gifts) 
as fit as true. ink since contextual, 
how fevers now, the refuse of gifts 
canned somatic recreated times 
amphibian beauties. 
 
6. 
 
pent doubting once therein intentional means 
theories of the letteral sentence 
gifts heard now sleep signs of invited night 
beats better paragraphs ash razors literal here 
nor now seeps weathers intent tied or 
lateral here and know. 
 
7. 
 
conduit zonal sentences their index traduced 
by gifts play constructed stains 
either at past or as last subjective 
herbal adverb (gifts clam gong; gifts 
eyelash washed and glowing), depending 
on intentional theoretical bean wings 
undecided. 
 
8. 
 
accordion tooth theory their radish trapeze 
unruly, their subjectivity and our uncle the 
cabdriver, shrouds turnip the usual beans 
and scribble desks another oracle. current 
at that is presidential supper said tubular 
constructs weary tofu acts, ashen spin 
cycles signs wearing the gift of tentative 
eyes. ears tongue or gifts polemic eon. 
 
9. 
 
haddock spoon loot at waiter. the brain 



adverbs golf spinach as sentence musk 
ancient context thin motel suburbs 
wood nor (lash quiescent freely) 
shoulders: gifts america wears instill 
apex fishing colonial oblique, wears 
wounds haven antithesis thermal 
hats and human invoices 
coiled and singular. 
 
10. 
 
gifts ere the residential presence, eye shroud (or 
wound) declarative remembers novel once rational 
and holy play. wind their situational desk scribbles 
by their gift claws eyes knotted presence 
from seed to supper breaths also fail, 
veers howling fever, claws at that 
and containers rust dictators nerve, 
hand in the brain adverb of choice, 
claws percolate deep will in the tendons intent. 
 
11. 
 
meat wings lean and sing: gifts letteral 
hammock unwashed realities unwritten 
by marbled toads, as to any so to have, 
a thin glue haven weeks ostracized 
thunder genetic marks of the toes. gifts 
coven washed doubting allotropic play. 
 
12. 
 
when at sense marks as here coiled 
nor knots swerve ants their phonemes. 
also at their notes the prescient glove 
or the adverse model wounds inner 
brains claw shrouds nor forsaken beats 
assign at the curved intent their gift 
of claws moist breath at the subjective 
junction, gifts theoretical content at 
glove claws this knotted presence from 
seed to supper tubular fails. 
 
13. 
 
gifts here canned eyes things donate 
to kelp, eyes shroud breathe tonal soap. 
here wounds always cull heard forms 
the orifice gift heated wash (knotted 
where) glowing tubes fate for summer. 
against accordion tooth theory rational 
radicals unfurl, their subjective punctuation 
nor hissing knots corrective misuse, flows 
adverbial mulch and ashen task or wanders 



in gifts of thunder and attic claws. 
 
14. 
 
present expressions of indeterminate stallions inquest, events 
ventilate gifts their equestrian content hisses somatic 
presuppositions tubular contrarian facticity: weeks 
wandered gifts inner unwashed (nor here) cue inks intent 
their theremin broom and rice. somatic offerings populate 
weeks meat events bask in gusts formulaic caliper washed 
(nor here) on a bus to ancestral islands. 
 
15. 
 
within difference the teeth tread rational 
mules hovering misuse of subjective 
transgressions, shrouds belt edited notes 
nor hats ashen purview offering their rose 
to reptile putty rituals covering the pasts 
with ear tools wounds reveal a pestilent 
transparency to misuse their index cavity 
unwashed heresy therein read irrational 
mules wound requisite choirs their inherent 
subjectivity. 
 
16. 
 
at sentences grin glints beg gifts eye wash 
theosophical buoyancy of the word, while 
knots rictus still corrective, hissing holes 
in the markets of the sun.  
 
17. 
 
but therein corrosive respite of despond 
iced praxis gloves misuse their singular 
subjectivity in the face of causal beehives 
indexical play breathes cabbages bled 
as hyperbole of insurrection. 
 
18. 
 
in broken fish wings keen therein a hiss 
and growling transparency to misuse 
the wounded teeth in the face glove 
theory their subjective punctures 
thin weary content to acts and claws, 
as if an eye for a wound haven beans 
the presidential thermonuclear, but 
hissing the fuselage hisses still hidden 
cones sidereal inch corrosive lecture. 
 
19. 
 



seeps fuselage seems nor motes at tease 
the snout shroud fish. the miracle amerced 
inherits the rage. fiction rational imaginary 
love therein the wing fish angular baggage, 
forth our nation of copious editors blight, 
tooth by hoof by muffler and fin, lint panic 
compatriots many. 
 
20. 
 
gifts conjunctive thinner therein events at, nor once 
preconditions flat: gifts word youth in the yard flew 
will ducts unction seed. misuse the tooth to entrap 
the dice. angular inherent dire rectilinear inquest 
tools ration which the dance war in the ether eyes 
or nose; weather either therein ether: play gifts to 
the smattering dust in any blood or rot. 
 
21. 
 
even though events rough ventilation: violation at 
splendor gifts lights slippage at play in the cave of 
wings with a decaying horse. 
 
22. 
 
misuse the tooth to trounce the ducks. an unfiltered 
belly of fish, the width of one pith only: gifts once 
lying in their youth fold the haddock here. 
 
23. 
 
north of our sour frowns at preconditions for the striped 
pulse of the nation: here rarely notes unbidden gifts of 
forks and butter (folded wing fish gifts). 
 
24. 
 
hollow essence on trial sanctions wing fish wary 
sectarian perdition editorial corporeal tooth text 
percolates sharply hollow lineated public heresy 
fishing tooth forks coma tooth house and sex. 
 
25. 
 
tyrannosaurus legs at the end of the thesis: 
none of the gymnasium synapse relativity 
or the antics of words ontological antagonisms. 
 
26. 
 
gifts disjunction dysfunctional conduits once 
contexts provenance divided, assonance 
mingles, events flat grit, pronounced divisive 



rings, fallow wings, tingling admonish mittens, 
supernal posits singular deposits, granulated 
tingles, ink casein at ease, prestidigitations 
mingling memories, once their assonant single 
summons, once conduits diction contents flat, 
as long as song is was. 
 
27. 
 
conduits conjecture contexts disjunction. tool 
of when, hence events fever wind, veer very 
verbs met in slime, ants in time knit limes. 
 
28. 
 
contents junket connects functions tree. either 
when heated weather near here, our none for 
once, doubled snout, contrite rendition, circular 
tainted unction, provenance once vision, strange 
tainted constructs, heresy in situ or stations of 
striation, segue vacated nothingness, striped 
pulse adumbration. 
 
29. 
 
hollow essence tyrannosaurus legs sneak editorial 
tooth text copious harp perforated hallowed lint 
publicly fishing shears tooth hive forsooth text. 
later translations detect a language. cantilever 
after can opener. rabbits arable swell. granular 
bulging ear wrap parakeet. chin strap finesse 
simmers pliers on fire. chin strap finesse treads 
irrational diction. serial squares. coats magenta 
avian helvetica vacuum tusk skit. checkered 
zebra seeps the sky. dangle fish dancing skin. 
 
30. 
 
mulch ducks neither under the hands. 
estimate simian toner esteemed stimulus eel leaks. 
 
far are the simple gurgles. 
shin bones connected to fins and tsunami. 
freedom wrench fragrant castles. 
mansion of germs duel glitch. 
leeks green ear nirvana. 
ebb and flew. 
hidden windows rorschach. 
 
31. 
 
rains hungry mayor yard sale 
slender dictionary of ice is 
lean and ska parmesan indigo 



cyan window on the sea 
 
32. 
 
it is an alimentary rain in the tall lane 
it delineates talisman nosedive jalapeno 
squarely squiggles demean the core 
lately veins and lateral askew 
 
33. 
 
a lithe hunan rain lieutenant askew 
layered maladies buddhist hassock 
as sap as azure melodies nor reigns 
their forks and wedges 
 
34. 
 
pot luck polished fish polemic skies 
tug of geese portal and argumentative 
potholes angular rains romance analog 
rumors percussive reins picnic circular 
in the pumpkin kiosk 
 
35. 
 
briers surf the rain and copulate clockwork 
vacancies souvlaki ventilated circadian loss 
venereal locust slovenly skies lower spaniels 
angelfish especially panic guacamole weddings 
fishing ventriloquist mosquitoes thighs venue 
unmentioned murk and lurk like fire and ice 
 
36. 
 
ukulele raining brains parquet haiku cyborgs 
urgent duty during elves nameless egret 
their wings and vomit 
 
37. 
 
gifts of whiffle balls conjugate the silence. 
there is nothing like a rare allotment of whispers and 
butter to slay the mustard duende with a single revolver. 
in the event of anguish and antique glue, silence the beans 
(silence enters the binary). 
eyes beneath peas a gift of youth coiled doubts your 
tiara estuary contents memento silently plunders as 
hatchets therein sombrero. 
a gift of necks secessionist silence resonates striptease necklace scenario. 
a gift of loneliness in the silent solar moment, as if the comma is aslant. 
hollow spaniels fish the weary diction. 
granular marks ate forth the edited lion. 
saxophone tooth incorporated harpoon persona. 



coiled lineates public lingers bone wine fine shaven tooth tool forth too text. 
 
38. 
 
rift conjecture sifts nor therein rare allotment gloves 
stiff buttons yap ill beauty soup deeds complex eaten 
demands mansions simmering plural eyes breathe the 
seeds grit anew coiled doorknobs jejune serape traipse 
fewer ruse sieve nostrum pulley vies easily leafy air. 
 
39. 
 
sifts needles statuary single concessions, leech 
castanets elephant; stiff soap sinecure nestles 
decal casserole; sifts notes signage noon; stiff 
bones eyes coiled sizzle legumes mint the jeep 
unproven vase; sifts bones herein whenever 
near systole annulment spills eats tainted lakes. 
 
40. 
 
as honed teeth showers hymn gradient altitudes 
near serried bait cerulean queues pouring lips 
lukewarm temporal monsignor magazines aptitude 
desalinates soulful ash; events collate linear wrench 
and fictional gravy and ramparts markets filth 
eidetic toolbar severance copper opines perfunctory 
colander bucolic blistering wine spleen flinty heaven 
toupee tour de force toothpicks toaster oven. 
 
41. 
 
riffs conduit adjunct once parenthetical equality 
events riven thanatos fiat, provender tidal hinges 
excreta (bent wind autumn fails); riffs announce 
abalone comets sign (bent sentry wars jeremiad 
fails mandible heckles commence); riffs savvy 
neck commissary (bent english warfare nothing 
fails); riffs eyes warehouse utility (bent endeavor 
inches since sidereal war games, answers inherent 
stealth); 
 
42. 
 
loot parenthetical equity weaves; bent 
trespass hypothetical alterity thorough 
(veers vengeance) swift gouache chore 
celibate storms bent enigma grapheme 
iterated lichen, (verge vantage) swift 
boots dorsal mirrors graffiti elitist starch 
bent night epigrams duplicity magisterial. 
 
43. 
 



forklifts paranormal estuary weathers obscure; 
tasks hymnal lifts toucan recombinative ilk knob 
fragile beryl communal beer cans hives miffed no 
not falsified javelin knitting; nifty atonal vermin 
nurture seams aluminum solipsistic glass codes 
nonlinear germane dichotomies tannery antique 
grammatical filth indicts tourmaline coeval harps. 
 
44. 
 
sniff (snafu) compunction juice 
nor thereafter barely algebraic otiose fife and butane 
ciphers song moth molten tsetse enigma 
eyes wide beam pleats sedentary facade didactic 
iterates assiduous motto lottery 
token content entropic sepals possess potato farrago 
 
45. 
 
raffle ferns secondary aria unseen narcotic scenario 
rattle lioness inheres reheated solo serotonin sequential 
addle littoral introit hypnotic ratifies utopia 
serial alto permeable tropes estimate primal meringue 
lamp mitigates irrational iodine grapples titular 
 
46. 
 
immediate colonized waffles 
ninja thief eventual homogeneous 
ocular distinctions lateral hegira 
halve toga tinctures goat host pitiful lift 
histrionic negligence regrets tamarack horse 
eyes idle stamen drifters oilcan 
stamina ashtray adjunct gecko 
jeopardize visitations jester 
his bent encaustic jostles studious sift and kudzu 
47. 
 
jovial sideways encrypted dada hachure kaleidoscopic 
coffee effusion calipers remote abracadabra 
jaundice calliope incidentals 
somber histamine thunder 
desultory daiquiri sedition 
irradiates exculpatory alkaline 
scriptures lukewarm folio 
troika kaboom minimal omniscient ledger 
savage letteral virgule seesaws leapfrog conjunction 
 
48. 
 
radial neurosis supposes liminal 
feral underwear comatose longevity 
flowering wastrel happenings treble 
avuncular cymbals clairvoyance 



encyclopedic yesterdays judicial 
envisions bent noisic sibyl 
calculus decaffeinated kabbala 
kiwi omphalos triumphal soybeans 
encyclical casino disqualified sojourner elliptic festivals 
hogwash serendipity advantageous 
quotidian effulgence seminal 
oracular blue jeans postdated gestalt 
 
49. 
 
diamond histories demonic sorghum goodbye 
sedan cacophonous entropy 
alkahest celsius akimbo koan 
irreparable fiery ledger delineates fascist vellum 
nickel kiosk atrophies agile supine 
sugar free wind feverish sifts the eyes sneeze 
and my nose flees the lead 
 
 
50. 
 
wanderer as likeness coruscates individual 
kaleidoscope core historical summer wren 
wherein bent windows enjoy overlaid sites 
cicada visage signals cadence queued per 
semaphore quiescent kayak presumptive 
joker queried cunning signs checkered 
foils questioning habitual cadaver amok 
cul de sac satrap cantilevered inverted 
scriptural helicopter semiotic segue askew 
geriatric cauldron cadmium javelin venal 
set-up calyx entrapped alias narrowly 
hovers gangrene pied bodies semiprecious 
quadrant decathlon fiercely decorative data 
 
51. 
 
candied excrement passively corrupts 
acidic chevron lecterns undermined 
consecutive umlaut dirigible herbicide 
iced dichotomy cornbread battens cut 
cistern neoteny halo although they are 
happy with doors well-behaved toes 
and slippers beacon ecstatic euphony 
euphoric kid gloves mentation bent 
wrenches marching aurochs albeit 
oven coitus at pears despite cudgel 
rutabaga linguistics and viking bean 
hat sledgehammer ninja mirrors pastor 
habitats magic marker barroom whale 
punts bottle salubrious ache sequestered 
 
52. 



 
overtly hazardous nor languid wallows 
punished albeit skin flint memo embraces 
zebra embouchure deciduous silence exotic 
aorta umbrella crapulous kittens adjacent 
depravity cephalic akimbo antic uncle zoom 
digital halitosis insider dementia vociferous 
iris macadam daubs weatherman eyeballs 
dotted nouns drifters ashcan recombinant 
knots zaum azalea gloves omnivorous 
adamantine esplanade gyre occluded 
skydives cassock coterminous silhouette 
  
53. 
 
flotilla vacancy jonquils alpaca cavort 
seismic oxymoron albeit arable networks 
gaunt pajamas judgment via samovar adage 
foments mythic caesura nuptials decorative 
sedition precedes looming hurricanes vis a 
vis alphabetical orisons bracketed musicality 
polyps embroiled armageddon riffs tonic 
eyes and fishing hats riffs tonic ire or hitch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
||||||||||||||| 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IN 
 
1. 
 
Limits points within the outside; scope was split, faint, a work in love scrapes a situationist 
condition within the regional inactivity occupied mentation in a theater: fact or process: 
return the busy tracing. An order of facts in process burns in conjunction with an array of 
scraps: you can have the political life; command officer fabric that fell in luxuriant folds in 
the face of the night; born in the right-wing spring; garden chairs for buying a car have 



established the same play threw their letters in the trash. After the style or alter the form: 
lambs breaded entanglement of their poems. Attribute of brute properly ornithology property: 
a tall man in a coat. As a means of tainted tablets ray: paid in cash. And another official 
habit swells through mediated productivity: a bronze statute; a riot written in germs. Goats 
our purpose was chasing an altitude of abuse. Note the coma flew reciprocal leaps of 16 
inches, you are at the discretion of faith. Used to display the percentage or proportion, now 
displays the litmus pesticide; conditional luxury withholds a second term: the salvation of a 
single tense. On toward the inside: the door into the enhanced that we can proceed for all 
the evidence is to work hard and was selected into the exercise administrator before others. 
On toward the target or tarmac folded goats: the mob closed in. Solitary sports scores, then 
you can use our humble thunder their control freak army of one: by consisting home plate in 
baseball you are an other in a relationship with superconductivity and fate; solace included 
or occludes: mumbles conclude in a bad situation with his boss. For runners starters place 
within the business of residential boundaries never assume the position of successful fever: 
fold in the egg whites.  
2. 
 
Locomotive din received sideways; aside was said bustles, unfolding official power: the party 
said. Unofficial deterrent trends this season is wearing on the job. Ourselves the latest 
fashions tailored to worry about is the crowd. Seek synonyms and washable fission. On, on or 
under; standing alone in the relationship from their exclusive groups, reference affects one 
motivation of power: snags wash the features. Informal influence with the authorities said 
power suckles regardless of a warranty abused encoding wearing a blue suit who bit fire and 
get off the (): what a surprise you are! Once forlorn information participates only one partner 
of the business plan was not illegal for that reason, instead. Instead already instance times 
its room. In places where this is the shade status conditions our statue indicates silence. 
When the time (period) is over, come back in one year, as if for (a specific activism or 
preoccupation like) journalism. While performing this task he was run over crossing the street 
for the purpose: to honor crash. (Specific animals) or pregnancy of a calf within: he fell in 
the water because the extent or degree: it was a great help; it gave me more confidence, a 
power () to do something with it. Since a particular place is indoors, all our homes or palaces 
of work: he is not now in office or power of the conservatives in the last election so, 
surrounded by the block, a particular game () so as to play one point at a time: if you go to 
the other side you have to get out. Especially if activity indicates for a long time, a large 
number: teach them to sit in their wishes and intentions towards the sun with the informal 
adjectives  of fashion, fashion by doing, by the noun. For something, especially that 
(something unpleasant) experience, they are shocked together in a shared for someone you 
know was in all his plans with kindness. Features and more to the point out that this 
situation () of the folded english. 
 
3. 
 
In [at Village Center] preparation for mucilage. replace with turpentine (Time on display) → 
engraved; airborne Homes & Gardens → O the name of it (representing the underground 
Home / and the Gardens of the sea; it was early May, 1888 → (on location, and in position) 
→ entangled quantum PM → The man in a blue shirt shuffled again, early in the afternoon; 
Out of Sound / withered soft voice → → in writing; the loud, and the low; Pencil in, ink 
pencil, open →; I'll see you after 2 weeks or such (as representing the way) → entwined; 
Statements of love above vintage wings → changes into a blue shirt → boys police; policy 
changes →; Prices higher Once every hundred years → princely prices → in 1888, in bed with 
mayonnaise; even (Those who work) in bed with →, Here, there → / Living in splendid luxury 
splintered → for the Recommended; intentions dilated in rhythmic chemistry. tense Current 
injection () and: the adverbial advertisements → higher [in the U.S. we have to say this in 
person] Hometown (=) Children → tinted → Anger, against despair → hives (Representing the 



mood and status, hovers): They are two groups of people: 1 line to line 2 →; → to hundreds 
and hundreds of Children of the disease common diseases are common; nor parallel functions 
and forth [offered such a situation] → 2 weeks at a time I'll see you in two weeks →; 
sequestered diction. 100 years In its disjunctive tears → there where; → in the rain or in the 
rain; in London, uselessly → → at 4 PM or 4:00 p.m. in the central village → fort forks (If you 
foist represent forlorn): hidden sun / shades the sun → / hidden shadows; I did this in three 
hours / Live tears → lollipops; Dollars hollow dollars → tin infinity once home at once was 
home free; Event details The arch / arcs etc → jailed mitosis eyeball legs to run, limping and 
running, ruins; → align passed on to ask snobbery of their mobs; She later today → Hot 
Springs sleeping frogs → O spring; In sprigs (Works), dividends (words) dividends → Payment 
worlds angry despair; Payment lateral sex Rate, (numb): fateful thumb and teeth bait 
households (with; lunge flinty pensive lungs, once around flinty pensive rugs →; days free 
hours flints and pencils doodle in their thumbs →; ate (in London, egalitarian; Representing 
the harpoon colander parboiled shivers profession) to teach none Superlatives breech → and 
teaching each → dearth then; as was ate would come home late; as was eaten would come 
home beat → from foaming forms, to be airborne at home: informs the work (=) lest beast in 
class war pupils → eye in the [a train, a ship, a plane] → (= a cone washer rubber band), the 
fashion of ashes; / utter class is atop students 
 
4. 
 
Inches [in] Prepared wonder (indexical dated cats, the local rationality, positive violations) → 
a dance of answers; harmonious melodic meathook / refrigeration → dangling angles lamp and 
sponge / leap rigged leaf and go; garfish dendritic → damage sleeps our audible dim ajar; vile 
visitation lags rage → an entropy of knees on the border of blood; countless attorney unction 
→ allegorical pages camping; → at cold ecology a drool of fish; heretical theories → fallow 
oddities lay low, place your names in the open bracket, cities regurgitate diagonal eggs, 
irrational catkin (indecipherable), and; → a den of loons, foam of loon and doom; thinner than 
jukebox → entropic angular terror; jalapeno apron → audible in Japan; treads the Accessories 
and eats the United States → (Slower than Time) (= periodic); In the spring → temporarily 
audible principles; Summer → enters eating teeth; May not / 2005 → maybe rot / 2005; the 
ENTRANCE; PLUME → (A DANCE OF SWERVES) lapidary apricots - the middle tool; it is 4:00 
pm in the direction of Fort Euphemism deadly lapidary apricots - the middle diameter → 
forking forth (Showers of Time) (= space); EMBODIED: (future) → A DANCE OF 
SINGULARITIES; they did this in 3 hours / every day → jewels loop heuristic / 
ENTANGLEMENT QUANTUM but how about a vacant lot Jungian gunboat artifice of 
intelligence; I'll see you after 2 weeks or in 2 weeks or in time to only once → the june bugs 
are screaming a rare veracity; dangling answers toolbox in the semantic rain; → 100 years 
from now time adds up to decency sense and sensitivity foisted troubadours lesions 
answering machines; (how to display the inclusion of fire?) → at; Sounds like, in a soft voice 
→ at the voice incision harbinger / Bath of audible pencils; → crayons like canyons; → 
parched ears critical writing thought; → encyclical ranch house deep fried wrench; Entirely 
hollow U.S. dollars → slayer your payment; Blue shirts straddle skids → legs arc concentric 
arbor; avoid vectors clamp lake of cheese managerial blurt; (Text representing the 
situation);  
 
5. 
 
forms the sun or something solitary to pacify the time; instead of shade inside above looming 
brevity ails; insidious rain like a pleat of soups; pelicans challenge politely the icy change 
until united managerial chance queued deeply oblique; (eventualities representing the brood 
hand static and modern walrus tassel); entropic lamps harpoon tears mesoamerican 
marmalade; rage leaps a coat of soups delicate lake coils leveraged; despite an air of parrots 
desolation serial porridge; enables the bona fide whey since why thy greed spins in such 



good condition;  
drive in luxury by shooting the red dance of the lucky zebras; eaten by waiting numb 
prosthetic bears for tea; teeth once rectangular slurp one household in the present tense; 
leaks wonders of pith, toothy pith, staring at the lovers parquet arrow wreath; there are two 
groups of people in suits of wondrous illness: seams mirror rent tensions range; the forms of 
teeth parched by tubular lines; hundreds of particular pavements certain centuries; 
 
6. 
 
(By the shiny tooth-totem people to nineveh) to shrunken seismic lost → this is not helpful; I 
owe my life to chilled wilderness defense, under the lesser elephants → maladroit wading 
currents in common; (Workers fiat) → am also indebted to the specific gravity of chickens, 
their density; the answers dance (my œuvre disembarks) diction kindles tithe (Displayed as a 
players profession) → their angular dance; → enters the treehouse eating meat insignia 
assignments dangling education → leavened superlatives () → debunked then; yeast in class 
war unlit puppets → alleviate leaps lurid mulls detached the latent classrooms swerve tellers 
currently injection () dsijunctive blankets; [People will say this in advance → in distant ceiling 
concordance] homework (= on the job); trembles every lake; [brain, shopping, planetary] → 
enters the tremulous arrival (uneaten) lashed (=) at; enters with trepidation the laminated 
mode; questions an entrance syllabic → invites quest syllabus lesions; Ruin, glimpse, decant 
→ entreaty of causal currents / boiled ants, entropy; They only rescue their own party → 
many different estimates of no features, and told him everybody's suggestion (of) [is one 
with the circumstances and the circular stances] → the lesser testaments entail piquant 
abattoir statements (video)  
 
7. 
 
In [miniature] unpaid reparations; alone on (indexing the catalogs, their local causation, an 
imposition of poisons) → + they showed up; (Motion of words) from → + acculturation; ham 
& yardsales → Messenger House / garbled tendons; our own tongues → in thunder their 
static statement; This country good for noted → greed and democracy is our land; Heresy → 
herein;  In damnation and in diaries→ in place of too many names () → clowns, legendary 
religions, latent statements () with the + appears in; In London, the brave variables → loud 
bonnets / mayhem and much spinach; freedom at (time per decay) → + never showed up; 
Spring forward / minus five Summers / enlivened → Messengers fucking / summer and cumin 
in / the merry myth of May; from 1994 → 1994; → poems night mittens target amber; → 
umber... forth urgently nightmares bitten tangent, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon; for 3 hours 
at a time, 1 → 3 / tangential targets germ-ache sudden thunders habitat as mean as your 
mouth; Two weeks to two weeks time from the time we wake up to the cleft of your chin → 
formerly (The distant foreplay, static tusk, tussle of statements) → + finally showed up; 
 
8. 
 
Sounds like / softer voices → a cut of kittens in the lather / weather cheers the storm; In 
English / a mantle of germs → In Good English / the duel of schools; In the sun → under 
never sonic so; Rain → The Messenger rejoices eons voyage; → in the gutter the verbs are 
fastened to their songs in good condition → (fate is a hive, a number) (and; ten thousand 
garbled brackets at once) → Serenade (rabbits, and squirrels), phone at 10; → profoundly 20 
pounds at 20 paces as a professional fence; They know Good for good, all 2 persons, 1 
zigzag errors hence groups lined up to shelter the rich → periodic sex for (People, at work) 
with good references; Disease is commonly found in memories → better the kindred eyeball 
gendarme than verbal fahrenheit in retreat; crackle the heist casts die askance; Off (work) 
→ better the chicken dictionary than knuckle to the knees; They know him from a great 
leader inhabits the bent enigma → Gutenberg Chinchilla → (heavenly decays the job, an 



enema); Teach / each army → one teacher (to) one / being imminently Military-year-old → 
eaten the Current injection () and then; I say, I'm... Your mouth → went dusk sage siege, ... 
advantageous (persona) causal wholes (city of jobless) → 12-year-olds; (timidity, linear 
wines, Flight times) → angelic coma on old trains; (fascist icons) no years old →; To ask 
sodden → joined in debits herein unbidden; To run in concentric / errata → herein instead of 
laughing / (human pumpkins limp and nasal aslant the dysfunctional proposal, situations 
extemporize) → (plural ignites beholden as) 
 
9. 
In [interference] preparations for indifference; parapets on (dictating the catalyst, poison 
locusts) →; roam homily & Garden → / dime store guardians on; → naked leopards sclerotic 
propane box robotic; back in refrigerated time → kneel unforgivable ferrous oxide; I have my 
hands to consume your favorite manifesto → since it is / prides official personal country of 
bananas → / campaign of lasagna; School of cute scuba payola →; Here is / where the there 
/ is / unlit loneliness beef → displace the names of (), site specific, regional and countless () 
in London with → dramatic underwear; ignited guilt terror in the ukulele; In the United States 
→ negligent static units; → negligent yolk shines folksongs; free (Show Time) (=, in this 
space) periodic; once; wings / simmer → robotic propane and primal verities / limited real 
estate stretches in the mail; nebulous 1988 → 1988 in years; → or musters the gist of terror 
in May; letters improvise introductions in July information → citadel pedantic ammunition 
imbroglio; too late to spit in the emperors face → never elbows, the pomegranates rigged; → 
forked police open pistols dealer pomegranates erotic rights at 4:00 pm on the dot; eyes 
dilate in 3 hours / daylight → I'm not in Korea at fates free to ore / gigantic international 
corn; I'll see you after toothpicks or tulips time, are you there? → cities of violin ammo 
traditional tooth semantics;  
 
10. 
 
unitary voltage 100 years from now → rhymes with organic centrist annuity; amortized 
fortuitous (ink blots howling tombs display) →; Sounds unlike, smooth voice, like a moose / 
bassist vocables alternate altitude →; Pencil in militants titular →; angular fish / inglorious 
lesions dance → / rank incense; → per inscrutable ditto in writing on a blue shirt → Chairman 
in rags paparazzi conduits lambent camera tricks blue eyes on fire; (If you present the 
reptilian) → they only see the sun in the shade → allegorical umbrella; sofa to LAMP in the 
rain → oblong piglets; → United Nations for a day augments totemic razors stepping price; 
convex sexuality (presenting the senile reptiles, their moods and status): criminal lamps in 
tears → instead inside; Rage of periodic lariat rabbits biographical →; → dispersed potatoes in 
despair /; broken once but still in good condition → stadium tomato, but one time conditional 
air conditioning zoned commercial; vestigial in luxury → swerves velcro never kneeling soap 
and lasso; heavens rattle fate, errors (numb): (from 1 to 10 minus → 1 taking 10); 20 pieces 
of perfumed ERROR for 1 to 20 pieces sterling linear napalm →; We are two groups of people: 
1 → 1: I am also miserable because Hundreds of hurricanes in the bicentennial nativity → by 
the party line our filament lampoon filigree largesse; eaten (By people) → seep and thin;  
 
11. 
 
disassemble the Children → Later maledictions like putty Commune ecstatic bamboo 
innertubes Nay, say, it is as common as a common cold; (pens click cut works) pens flicker 
→, yellowed bells, open ears dialectic Chickens; fine; In the event of (such as reprehensible 
sentience, the profession) →; they must be on the crack of dawn or education → 
impregnated segue insignia, inconsequential snare unfair; → lavatory aria annuls editorial 
torrents bean dip at the post office; as tense as two teeth; soup percolates that achieves () 
→ Do not then; there is a beast in the class best left unsaid → Chairman Unmitigated 
Carnivore elopes ladles unless CLASS strata; elevate the vents; functions as the juncture of 



currencies () with eel neck pesto equestrian gusto: → diced nintendo quest thorough through 
interrogation; quill leaves the conjugated → cheese talking points itch in advance of [the 
number of broken wigs] paginated equity (= on the job deprogramming); esoteric scissors 
serried; [reigning hip replacements gently on the plane] → essential earlobe arrival vatic 
tokens / Fashion (=) attack; essentialized diametrical modalities; → of their own party 
chairman is Lord albumin potluck terrors apart partitions in situ; Additives entrap → 
invitational rare quincunx qualia to task aphasia; To run in runes, ruin / emit errata → intrepid 
defenestrated cortisone / pictorial zapatista canto, and no, it is not a function of the bridge 
problem jailer mitochondria eggs and jelly with waffles; fork → grill, glistens asparagus putty 
delivery, do our intrinsic instruments matter? 
 
12. 
 
One thing to and/or from another, surrounded by something else, erratic, And to describe the 
location is the house; loudly do not, are in bed. In the: Reveals Location before every verb I 
saw; index I (aquatic usage) toes endear daring sequences; Drawn endeavors, as at, 
dangling sentences inner - lattice of the umbilical - bandaged - Bent diagrams desalinate 
lampoons; is intuitive if of another I (in another orderly night of the non-I) in the caesura, 
squiggles spiral aghast across incoming? Where? I am... in the butane URGENT CULTURE (nor 
adages vie totipotent) diagrammatic clams dilate daylight savings, intuitive nearly intentional, 
he wins control of their bivouac vulture economic cliche incendiary,... - to incite (for 
occasional rationality, occasional elocution, unutterable) dahlias in the windows... where уou, 
and baklava kaboom Openness, in Thailand (for example, on location, easily either exotic or 
contained) in the lineated lymph nodes... He put his hand in his pocket to show the direction 
of the anti-war movement. It is within: our reach indicates a trend but I do not envision 
finesse; I ENCAPSULATE ESTIMATES overtly everywhere brought to you by Wal-Mart; addled 
within journalistic kinship dangles the empty box outside - Bar none - in his inn, I delimit I 
squiggle ninja burrito topsail, diagonal rooftops topsoil? Edible direction of the movement? 
I'm... I'm into the air vent (nor adamantine visionary zen virulent nuance) living day to 
ambient day, inn of no beginning, eye to eye, well fed, in a worry, the gated views they do, I 
insure porcine uninvited,... - (You and we) he (in that the direction is the motion) into the 
elliptical blend the уes, blend kiwi party clout; throng of wrongs (in that the motion is the 
direction) into the elliptical winter thief like a soldier in the rafters; After describing the 3 
tours of 3AM as 24 hours in the morning, something happens; I'll be back in one week. In 
the: toe or eye or eyetooth, openly oblique origami keepsake, avocado and feta possession, 
show time nearby centrist ZIGGURAT cannibalized tomahawk missiles from camels unto 
candles (See you in New Orleans) See you in Fallujah (dead on arrival in another week) - I 
took the sullen jukebox under her Collapse;  
 
13. 
 
Darkly examined mandatory dancing in the equatorial streets, a broken circle inside a 
half-built house, HAZARD has aligned adrift, - nor bellicose plenitude belies to panda Well, 
immanent, either the tired elves deft traduce the baggy loop of the self or the fire kilometers 
inscribe question marks in Time... (nor 42 for us) the daze of the horizon (nor addled in a lake 
of kudzu) in pectoral ectoplasm peach; preach the paddles, been nearly tomb zebra haven, 
their Bethlehem technique; pounce peaks upon fine fire, hazard the verbal ash, the days 
have waves, TORN and mute nuanced escargot nasturtium entanglement, sure looks like a 
recycled cinderblock, as far as we can find, it is over... - THEY layer in the eye,... - To much 
of (that time)... during the уes, yelps extended usurious after luck (at that time) ... during 
the you; ENTANGLED; They arrive in large numbers indicating the amount of their relative 
numbness. In the hiatus: Reveals quantity or quality of nocturnal Kansas submarines 
disconnected bottlecaps covertly verbal cornbread, even I saw the captured papers saddled 
with their templates; by the Census ENTANGLED no wonder - his hickory highness highsteps 



hijinks abalone opossum soaked kangaroo delimits lambaste to me; that much I (persuaded by 
the tales of the details) from kinetic nosebleed perestroika (admittedly Noriega skateboard 
and jujitsu) I remember the viral snores of Ronald Reagan (Stored on the meager meandering 
lawn of the lambs) Win spin win and spit. Then split their buttery talcum - tight connection 
to nowhere beside the burning tree, the Virus flies and viewpoints leak... tardy mantra to the 
milk; 
 
14. 
 
(in dictatorships Thanatos the Accountant, extensive tent cities excreted by, tectonic 
centrality), according to уour amount against the census; reconfigured batik Tandem 
(expressed in mumbling beryl, extreme textual tents, textiles and centipedes), accordion 
teeth on fire regurgitated the situation, stratified tusks, bent uneven rents, depopulated 
steeples and the coaxial way of life; wearing a brown coat, such as walking in the rain; hurry 
much furred gown of goats; unwritten in English; he was in the army; his books tied up in 
bundles, and she was still herself and in the hurried 60s. In then: shower the saturation of 
circumstantial bovine hacksaw, not me; paginated toes in utilitarian (omnivorous, 
omnipresent, a cartoon of koans, tapioca pony kinesis) (Microwavable fragile outlaws); 
ENSEMBLE durable suspense; Bats ability bile; by the deed, into lost suture soup, damages 
spindle curlicue of the ubiquitous - band-aid - Bent makeshift donations, dilated lampoons 
damages knead, and I concentric discontinuous, concentrated squiggly crossfire? Saturation 
of the state, howls in the snow? ... In (the Western congratulations),... In one state 
epidemic... olympic junk food as I am (negated adages venue, cluster video appliances) 
dialing ammunition, partake targeting expensive Win In A Day untrue; to beatitude descriptive 
negativity; mutual thinking necessity; habitual Winning has a better character extraordinary 
body exercises scapegoating socialist motorcycle control, no daredevil mutiny venison, 
pardon the stagecoach gift-horse in my mouth (as a) wrong, gilded kindergarten 
gila-monster, burnt honey mustard at the stake; delusions enlighten our mistakes; vascular 
tasteless style and saliva; okra lark raccoon; badminton balalaika mingles damnation; yonder 
nudity dendrites; illness mesquite seagull;...- dendritic campfire ministry palm reading 
mistletoe; Haliburton in Detroit; it looks just like Jesus with a mustache; enzyme drumming 
endowed chairs (goodbye to 1791, that situationist prelude, static attendant usury, modal 
defeat) at the border streets smiling crisp ridicule... razors path in order, dressed in rubric 
mirrors, free cast-iron kiosk status, age and umbilical ellipsis truth ark in action or in Thailand, 
Or in you, activated throng expressed nothing loudly tactic (that comes back at you to bear 
the fruitful consternation, status inside the power you say cannot endure as a mode of 
modern defeat) at and In the... gaps in order, dressed in adverbs and adjectives 
 
15. 
 
inclusive once whole who typically represents dislocation of a face our poisonous thistle 
tubular errata, homogeneous oracle fiscal cessation, formally exits the complex temple, do 
you, Mr. Jones? is since this; the train yet?; Is he coming today? rinse for hire. of the face of 
the poison of the polkadot archival post office posited symbiotic tensegrity attaboy 
posthumous siblings onwards samsara nylon kalashnikov, miasma toothache toenail to coffee 
beans conceptual tapioca cathode disrobed unbidden databending uninvited transistors; you 
semiotic the lovely index with jeremiad hijinks; drink the instruments ring (their pocket watch 
is expected to be crepuscular) exclusive of one hole who misrepresents the topical location, 
heterogeneous errors erotica, a sonorous aura incessant, exists as the normative profane. 
Did you see, the local koala bear crapshoot dendritic hearsay wish-list asparagus allegory? 
inning by inning never ankles communal metaphors albeit palindromes lapdog, even if interior 
atelier - insistent guttural ultramarine circuitbent bovine violence, violations ulterior vitamins, 
common sense beliefs in communism and breath mints. they are ruined inside; in rags, in 
arrears, jettisoned in jest, they leak and sap (magic jasmine aster; they stalactite and 



stratify jicama; they garble and dabble the battened data: cuts click unction unannounced) 
motorcycle breakfast open house apples or newspapers discomfort food free for thirty days 
dot com uncovered the x-ray music squeaking hinges social skills used by the defense 
department to memorize foreign languages. Both answering machines zig-zag intrepid unbelief 
(leaks aardvarks bursting dikes), hijacked media emitted convex inkblots bitter commentary 
(wooden doors open music, itch topiary puncture). Going in another truncated autumn ruse; 
aspiration ciphers invent, in their tulips inherit muttering, seems the notorious truths are 
noctilucent after all, inclined to sear and muffled, incinerated ice (yearly / DEATHS), 
insinuated near... 
 
16. 
 
dare into... departmental biceps encephalitic chasm exhaling currents propelled kiwi siphons 
preventive tendons predators surrounding shark hands miniature relativity therein curvature 
neural bivouac swimming throngs okra into office. the rocks are crawling with snails, house 
plants to the depth of half-a-mile, sunlight flagella descriptive shellfish somatic octopus 
fashionable scribbles instantly larks origami or delicacy stalking exhorts solitary escapes skits 
eye is soaking in the moment, as if the world had become a dead planet, paralyzed saliva 
enzymes therein modal afflatus overhangs crevices rationed armor snows lances common 
sense spikes on television, extensive rethink in cracks coastal ice open glaciers flowing 
ecosystems salty channels, fashion porn and modular moderated tigers dirigible; popularity 
shows lash gluttony to the soda desires paramilitary motives in b-movies their dissertation 
exotica subcutaneous postmodern bitterness with carbon dioxide levels if so warmer wetlands 
the southeastern atmosphere distracted equipment slips away pumping furiously in slow 
motion out of diversion and inspiration, gas fungus bubbles affixed flammable mesquite 
households cooking microbial methane inhabitants of the vatic holes in the sand tessellate 
diametrical populations with fashionable eyelashes in an old pipe pulses ambush 
deconstructed modality to mortality gastric mattresses seething angels, reminded them of 
the music from old star trek episodes well above the freezing level of oxygen by itself to 
counter additional luminosity, parched laminated odes eject seeps ghost poisons nor dust 
windows temporary are not what they seem; prolonged maps belonging to the microbes 
ancestors of processual bacteria, magnetic accelerated, they are modernized code cushions 
ultraviolet verbs on the moon in the middle of inner umlaut desertion protecting chance 
diamonds inundated (fear and clothing) trendy alabaster lesions more suitable than orbital 
extinctions. 
 
17. 
 
ying-yang kickstand chimichanga during cadence clangs dangling words excreted trending 
winds. Sidekick freely () and water, like high tide in a low-budget movie (the best is yet to 
come, also the beast) comments and then enters: indicative of hydroelectric waiter damages 
Vietnam stuffed in a top-hat () by the end of grated stoppage unrated graded upwards 
alfalfa toucan sarong herein comments amends independently of communal meanders 
equivocal (amicable puree) HAUTE COUTURE nickels untoward effigy prodigal wing-nut 
dragonfly daily gala half-naked in the flood (habitual inhabitants) flows altitude with less than 
tidal thighs or tithes; sighs tides to be poker-faced (parsed parmesan) celtic deities 
(comments meander) inward nitpicks, flows or flowers a fancy fascist paparazzi phylum 
zephyr cinematic crescent parataxis begins to stultify patterns divagations videoed naked 
talking to the gated community (lima beans in pajamas) national day of idiolect aztec 
doldrums on the dole [] (hog-heaven long-forgotten) so you razor zippers unto Caesar 
(private banana buoyancy chaos theoretical paunch) like the neighborhood play straddling 
second then hanging up the phone as chaos floods again. nanoseconds seem like hours - to 
activate the formal business spitting on the counter and perfumed by descriptive grunion 
soup. belonging in toggles breath: showers effectiveness of nativity nasturtium baklava 



avatar, poke salad atavistic reactionary, inverse horror show vanity, from the group 
dynamics of a choir to protest signs protestant nibbles rice giblets alkaline proletariat 
askance - underwater features, such as sitting on the bus on in a spaceship occupational 
palpitations (abusive music ashen nanoseconds). 
 
18. 
 
however, engulfs elegant theorem gulps, manifests festive inaction, pontoon abridged 
testosterone balalaika steak spittoon, modeled after the Prussian army, streaks of red... 
bicuspid encapsulated armada... meniscus leitmotif soluble brontosaurus tinnitus → 
vainglorious melodrama → tonsillitis, in the vale of salt altimeter sauce auspicious shapes 
appointed enervate subaltern neutral states ineffable trampoline → set-piece atop unopened 
boxes. strategic syntax trajectory / askew (slippery skit magick) → music of beans and 
radioactive doves unattached hazardous materials above laundromat pastiche. palpable 
umbrellas pacify the time as protests dilute cancerous cubicle scenarios sectarian 
verisimilitude bursar simulacrum →  
Himalayan momentarily maelstrom → manifestos zoned commercial fester flux couture → 
"semiotic assembly dissembles" → ... (subtract the viscount of protein testifies nor adjunct 
uzi enjambed paramilitary vodka Vishnu perestroika) - Moloch agog goggles groves bohemian 
index → watching the demonstrations form their yachts () eyebrows burrow wavicles hip 
manifest stranger than static → mass produced swarms participatory multitudes thinner than 
the networked dust → nor protests too much testifies testosterone napalm acacia actualized 
miniaturized ejaculated festive talcum → academic ouija board kaput Janus jejune ostranie 
jaundiced strait-jacket in situ → occupational defamiliarization jaded, said the famous 
alphabetical protoplasm → "do not adjust platter bolts" → if you must proletarian potato 
pesto organizational protist never in the newspaper psychokinetic care bears from Antarctica 
nepenthe abacus erotica telepathic local cable providers nonrepresentational umbilical 
cakewalk all along the handsome minefield → as is subtracted sub-zero curvature of 
space-time taking little blue pills, said Mao Zedong, the organizers of the protests are almost 
inner ghosts. 
 
19. 
 
At daybreak, day in and night out, highbrow the arboreal ring-tailed opening hinge, day after 
day without a break every day... it teases the echoic coddle. It rains one week and then 
again next week but only once → in the summer → frequently the work of doppler radar zen 
diction indigo theosophical frequencies, such as scallops, scallops have such an einkorn 
insignia  → denim after inscrutable emitted tag clouds toggle switch aghast → auscultation, 
day in, day out, one-a-day dialectical Traipse Diameter, silent bed-springs, the United 
Nations and diamond mining tumblers yet paved paean evaporates vaporized pavement 
variegated pivotal interiority javelin apparel by invitation only to insensitive sensorium sanity 
symposium apparition pallid visitors tattoo unseen astral tapioca back to the MORNING auteur 
itinerant terrorists and terrapin juice → mannerisms of the scalloped ruse → galloping scat 
after samsara (heroin from Iwo Jima, dopamine on the Potomac, heroin from Okinawa) → 
always demographic diurnal dilemma every day is a cast of the dice, Nostradamus, not 
diagonal nuance tool-and-die aspirational dahlias novella → The... unit... scallops elope → at 
the Holiday Inn in Dagwood, Utah →; enter the eloped scallops galloping lopsided caliper, 
scant allegorical slopes, Simmer the Diacritical, diametrically deracinated and narrowly close 
→ closely day after day → intimate silent anthills slanted → for weeks and weeks to study 
only study → co-authored xenophobic azure → "Lucy in a dream of Utah" → meat-grinder 
every day → every day, scallops in the scallops 
 
20. 
 



Sink cuttlefish kettles kinesthesia semantic anklets semiotic mantic prism, Because, in fact, 
he would retire from the company gulag without considering the facts, because, in God, he is 
still a certain amount of work to be done for all of us. In the sovereign givens of that, as it 
is, where they tie-dye the catatonic kamikaze vellum leapfrog demigods mutagenic 
tomahawk, Zero is Everything; in the afternoon in so far as ferns occupy almost the entire 
equipoise, later on a tornado in Canada, the curvature of the sestina, diamonds are a siesta 
→ diamond hacksaws cantilevered boot camp → ajar in the New World keratin concentric 
knowledges imprimatur → ersatz embryonic Buddhism → from the blue Czechoslovakian hail → 
cursive fjords → amoeba mendicant benevolence... dark stars parsed eviscerated karmic 
rankles → Get in the car, she said, because komodo dragon angiosperm curlicue antipasto 
hovers and veers over the zoo forever, jettisoned somatic letters → forth into the ordinary 
darkness → corrosive skies Feedback loops javelin vandals work within the veracity of 
Californian causation, as the visible kingdom languishes → not to shed too much doom upon 
the lamp → imagine a judicial u-turn video afterimage → after the storm the instantiated 
zebra is no glissade for the perplexed... - then again in the doldrums of the day, older than 
duplicitous guru icing on the cake, because we are occupied by the crackle and the broken 
breath; by each to reach the yearning earth, echoes such as silence. Hazardous apertures 
boil our visions because this is so. 
 
21. 
 
regarding the likelihood of experiencing (especially something bad), we are onto some good 
weather, we are in for the broken window! pirouette too likely to receive punishment 
altruistic  polka vaccination → nascent schoolteachers: the dada probability as such sushi bit 
by bit proletarian positivist zen cunning vendetta stigma - random drains - ear mold and 
dusty pus - nevertheless cantilever depopulated eventuality (cuticle oeuvre cataclysmic 
karaoke) lamentable toothpick ghosts (meetings, leek and tepid...) waiting ombudsman data 
doodles toadstools (halibut baked laudanum) indefinitely defined; inevitable ode to televised 
satrap vista parking attendants insider trading refurbished acid reflux, shelf-life rafters 
hereafter, unnatural traditions straddle free radicals dated variant hiatus totalized; baja 
lesser sneeze, hatchets... megalomania galvanized salami in the Hotel Effigy unfinished 
holograms acidic (asparagus petting zoo farsighted unilateral punitive ozone) ~ [] free gated 
gastric communities [][][]... we will not be able to catch the naughty ketchup in a napkin 
(nonetheless imitative tomato), nor butter the kleptomania snores [] sage gait unaided 
(sleeping on the patio batik sauna unutterable tumult) in the heat of the cupboard meanings 
gallop laminated floor show zilch ruins intuitive hazards blender conniving ventilator road 
tested solitary confinement, rarely a variation on the solvent majesty of weakness perceived 
in speckled twine sobbing amoeba miraculous deluged hagiography antiseptic latency 
threatened; will get you nowhere byline posterity posthumous pickled vocation; principles 
private visitation not to prejudge toccata jocund counselor tostada the vanity of signs and 
magic, fair and wrinkled nakedness, happily the vulture will face the ultimate illness of his 
untruth, terms of belladonna that, schoolchildren obliquely eyelids simmering kalashnikov → 
safely asleep apnea and fired on the lam will face the ambient Tao 
 
22. 
 
The Ins and Outs of Planning, exits. He knows all the systemic creatures and intimate details. 
Dice bed-ridden soldiers bedraggled details perceiving catatonic Petite slips priest siesta 
slowly totalization, detained rights inkling either daring → alights Elizabethan heist prehensile 
einkorn fahrenheit or tantalizing asemic tallies aesthetic temptations impress, etherized and 
talmudic, → cantaloupes nod to pomegranates main street jaunt detailed skillet risk to whom 
it may concern sitting on their sofa in a hat → unless modifications informed by monday of 
the dutiful gulf decathlon Svelte tangential porcine mimetic velcro or syntactical ninja - binge 
drinking ouija boards pemmican sabbatical matriculates pelican synopsis; purple states 



mid-term jousting heavenly Crock-Fog of lima bean retrospective once one has seen the 
sentence dovetail tamales dementia; skill sets turpentine vermicelli perchance the finer hijinks 
punts jester Utah puree financiers Ogle Inn, when silk illuminations molotov tarot promenades 
performative azores minced celibacy dalliance tallied subtleties substrate plebiscite odd 
robbery cognoscenti, starkly rank and keyed vestibule to the sky, vested pod casts robotic 
gnosis Swerves [] constant lucidity clipped surveillance [] buffered propane, innate liminal 
signage ontological light-bulb jujitsu, → banyan avuncular reindeer → ice kilter askew inclined 
(unplanned) complexity of the details anticipates the pattern; the observer intervenes in his 
right to an observational advantage; justice passing the client in the details of the night → 
grit cheats chipped tether (according to plan) derails the complexity above... As you know, 
so far as... 
 
23. 
 
We also know that, or how much he did not know the content. As to the extent that severs, 
to that extent to takeover a power verbatim → Leave the necessity, adjacent sacral languish 
in so fern MALLS ottoman Bambi noetic → somber endeavors lament mediated dada napalm 
hijinks ninja → we kiwi koan and we know our own Tablets Kinetic → alkaline silk ruins along 
the measured outhouse → the tidbit questioning hacienda → umbilical oblique America nibbles 
Biblical → In search of jaundiced tao ambivalent Yeti SEMIOTIC often (the trends necessitate 
misreadings) ~ given risks... → insofar as beaks, bleak cyclical avian soldiers moreover 
hovercraft salient for somatic toadstool video, They are neither the title nor the style, → 
mediates idle idyll no matter to convince them of mascara → how No Illness of omniscient 
fang detours the target; the extent to which they donate tequila misery, also Akimbo; nor 
corkscrews oilcans orchid → Ultraviolet annoyance of joys Melody, We simmer dendritic 
manicures emulate escutcheon mule deer → elder neon nunaced → dirigible gelding 
negligence →, olio binding gigabyte... radar in the arranged chaos (limits), within octopus 
tutu kaboom, octave backwards Syllables. Minuscule scissors serpentine toilets insect mucus 
another in the → ...of the range (if limits) within the → in that → because; from the fact 
that its seeds are poisonous houseplants are not good for your garden. 


